
twenty-nine
The weather right now:

temperature:

Turn me into a
deciduous tree!

Turn me into a
coniferous tree!

What’s in the jar?

What is the decimal number?

Eight and six one-hundredths

Five and seventy-four one-hundredths

Three and ninety-nine one-hundredths

Two and four tenths

Five and nine tenths

Three and seventy-three one-hundredths

Seven and sixty-four one-hundredths

Silver is to metal as beagle is to _______________.

Flock is to sheep as herd is to ____________.

Quartz is to rock as Maine is to ________________.

Jump is to feet as blink is to _________________.

Stalk is to leopard as slither is to ________________.

Fawn is to deer as kitten is to _________________.

Finish each of these analogies:

A good friend should be:

1. 

2.

3.

4.

5.

Make your name in this grid.

Draw a circle around the x. Then, draw
a square around the circle. Draw a
bigger square around the first square,
and then draw a circle around every-
thing. Next, draw a triangle around 
everything. Finally, draw any shape you
like around all the other shapes.

x
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thirty
1 foot = ___________ inches

1 yard = __________ feet

1 pint = _________ cups

1 quart = ________ pints

1 gallon = ________ quarts

1 gallon = ________ cups

Draw a picture of something you can: 

ReuseReduce

Recycle Do without

The weather right now:

temperature:

If you had a store, what
would you sell?

1. Nouns can name people, places, and things.

2. A verb is never just one word.

3. Verb phrases keep a definite order.

4. “Me,” “you” and “she” are helping verbs.

5. Action verbs create an equation.

6. Adjectives describe verbs.

7. Verb phrases can include helping verbs.

 8. Verbs can be in contracted forms.

 9. State of being verbs show action.

10. Verbs are the most important words 
in a sentence.

True or False?

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

Make the letters of your name look like buildings.

Which continent is this?
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1.T 2.F 3.T 4.F 5.F 6.F 7.T 8.T 9.F 10.T

(see below for answers)



thirty-one

Circle the nouns in these sentences.

1. My mom told us that honesty is always best policy.

 2. The sunlight that shines on plants helps them grow. 

 3. I bought a new airplane at the toy store on Main Street.

 4. The girl told the baker that she would like a dozen
cookies in a white box.

5. Bats live in caves and are nocturnal. They sleep during the
day and are awake at night.

Design a public
service 

announcement
on your

billboard.

In each set of words, the same letter has been
replaced with a ____. Figure out which

letter is missing in each group of words. 

List the factors of these
numbers:

12 4824

List the first 5 multiples of
these numbers:

12 1520
Make eight designs in the spaces below

 using only this shape: V

What do you call the outside
of a . . .  

Banana

Egg

Book

Pie

Peach

Watermelon

____ eal
i____ea
fa____ e
hee____ sel____

gi____t
a____ter
____ood

____ash
o____it
ho____e
ite____

____ight
k____it
se____d
cor____

____ake
a____ he
mi____e
voi____e
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thirty-two
5 m - 3 m 45 cm = _______ m ______ cm

3408 m = ______ km ______ m

3 kg 250 g - 1 kg 600 g = ______ kg ______ g

3 L 6 ml = ______ ml

4 L 400 ml + 680 ml = ______ L ______ ml

On your easel, 
create some 
impressionistic
art.

Capitalize direction words such as
“north” and “southwest” when they 
indicate a section of the world or 
country. Do not capitalize them when 
they indicate a direction. Correct the
capitalization in these sentences.

1. i used to live in the southeast.

2. go west a mile and then turn 
north for five miles.

3. the south is sweltering this year.

 4. the navahos of the southwest 
make lovely baskets.

5. the south is hot, but if you travel 
north, the weather becomes 
cooler.

Each of the shapes below is used for street signs. Draw words and symbols, and add color to 
complete each one.

The weather 
right now:

temperature:

Which box has the least
to do with the word

 “middle?”

Draw a fish and put your
name on it.
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